This article was motivated by a question of Kesten. Kesten asked for which random walks periodic sceneries can be reconstructed. Among others, he asked the question for random walks which at each step can move by one or two units to the right. Previously, Howard [C.D. Howard, Distinguishing certain random sceneries on Z via random walks, Statist. Probab. Lett. 34 (2) (1997) [123][124][125][126][127][128][129][130][131][132] proved that all periodic sceneries can be reconstructed provided they are observed along the path of a simple random walk.
Introduction
A (2-color) scenery ξ is a coloring of the integers Z with 2 colors. (Hence, a (2-color) scenery is a map ξ : Z → {0, 1}.) Two sceneries ξ , ξ are called equivalent, ξ ≈ ξ , if one of them is obtained from the other by a translation or reflection. Let (S(t)) t≥0 be a recurrent random walk on the integers. Observing the scenery ξ along the path of this random walk, one sees the color The Harris-Keane coin tossing problem is to determine from one set of observations alone if we are in case 1 or in case 2. Harris and Keane [5] showed the existence of a critical phenomena. Depending on the finiteness of the first moment of the inter-arrival times, one can a.s. distinguish the two cases or not. This problem was carried further by Levin, Pemantle and Peres [13] .
Notations and assumptions
We define the main concepts used in this paper: scenery, periodic scenery, random walk and observations.
• A scenery is a map ξ : Z → {0, 1}. We will also view sceneries as elements of {0, 1} Z .
• Two sceneries ξ, ξ ∈ {0, 1} Z are called equivalent if ξ is obtained by some translation and reflection of ξ . This means that for some a ∈ {−1, +1}, b ∈ Z, we have:
When ξ and ξ are equivalent, we write: ξ ≈ ξ .
• Let PER l denote the set of all sceneries with period l, i.e.
PER l = {ξ ∈ {0, 1} Z | ξ(z) = ξ(z + l), ∀z ∈ Z}. Let PER be the set of all periodic sceneries, i.e. PER := ∪ ∞ l=1 PER l .
• We shall denote by Z l the quotient ring Z/lZ and we identify Z l with the set {0, . . . , l − 1}.
Every scenery ξ ∈ PER l is determined by its values on {0, . . . , l − 1}. We denote the vector made of these values by ξ l , i.e.
ξ l := (ξ(0), . . . , ξ(l − 1)).
• In this paper, S = {S(t)} t∈N is a random walk with initial distribution π. Let p = ( p(z)) z∈Z be the distribution of the increments of the random walk S, that is p(z) := P(S(1) − S(0) = z).
Throughout this paper, we assume the distribution p to be known. To avoid the periodicity in the random walk, we also assume that the greatest common divisor of the set {z ∈ Z : p(z) > 0} is 1. We refer to that property as the aperiodicity of the random walk S. This assumption is necessary, because it is clearly impossible to reconstruct a periodic scenery with the period being equal to the greatest common divisor of {z ∈ Z : p(z) > 0}.
• Let S l be the random walk on Z l induced by the random walk S: S l (t) := (S(t) mod l) for all t ∈ N. If p l designates the distribution of the increments of S l , then
We view p l as an l-dimensional vector:
Clearly, S l is a homogeneous Markov Chain with state space Z l . Moreover, because of the aperiodicity of S, the Markov Chain S l is irreducible. The initial distribution of S l , denoted by π l , depends on π . The stationary distribution of S l is uniform.
• We denote by χ the observations: χ := (ξ(S(0)), ξ(S(1)), ξ(S(2)), . . .).
Let us formalize the periodic scenery reconstruction problem treated in this paper:
Definition 2.1. Let S be a random walk with given initial distribution π and given distribution of increments p. We say that periodic sceneries can be reconstructed when observed along the path of S, if there exists a mapping depending on the distribution of S
such that for all ξ ∈ PER,
In this paper, we describe classes of random walks for which the reconstruction of periodic sceneries is possible.
Reconstruction with known period

The D-function
Throughout this section, we fix l and a scenery ξ ∈ PER l . As usual, we identify Z l with {0, . . . , l − 1}. Let Z l l denote the set of l-tuples of elements of Z l :
For every j ∈ Z l , we define the function
where
With this definition, D j (z 1 , . . . , z l ) = 1 if and only if
We define the D-function of ξ :
Note that D depends on ξ . As we prove in the next lemma, the D-function uniquely determines ξ up to equivalence (see also the numerical example and the remark right after the proof of the lemma). Proof. Let ≺ be the lexicographic ordering of the set {1, . . . , l} l , i.e. for every pair z = (z 1 , . . . , z l ), y = (y 1 , . . . , y l ) ∈ {1, . . . , l} l , z ≺ y if and only if there exists k ∈ {1, . . . , l} so that z i = y i i = 1, . . . , k − 1 and z k < y k . We now use the ordering ≺ in the set {0, . . . , l − 1} l , where 0 is identified with l. Formally, we define a bijection
and we define the ordering ≺ in {0, . . . , l − 1} l by (x 1 , . . . , x l ) ≺ (y 1 , . . . , y l ) if and only if
Let ξ ∈ PER l and let D be the D-function of ξ . Let
. . ,z l ) be the minimal element of V corresponding to the ordering ≺. Let
be defined as follows:
The length of φ o is at least l + 1. Let φ ∈ PER l be a periodic sequence so that
So, D uniquely determines φ o , and φ o fully determines φ. Finally note that φ ≈ ξ . By definition ofz, there exists j ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1} so that
Sincez is the smallest element in V with respect to the lexicographic order, we have that
Indeed, if (3.3) fails, then there would exist k ∈ {0, . . . , l} and m ∈ { j, . . . , j + v l } such that
, and ξ(m) = 1.
Here v 0 ≡ 0. But in this case, there would exist y ∈ V such that y 1 =z 1 , y 2 =z 2 , . . . , y k = z k , y k+1 = m <z k+1 , implying that y ≺z. This contradicts the assumption ofz being the smallest in the lexicographic order. The relations (3.2) and (3.3) together with (3.1) imply that
By definition of φ, ξ ≈ φ.
Example. Take Since 0 is identified with l, the lexicographical smallest element for which D is different from zero, is (2, 3, 2, 3, 2). If we are only given D, we can use this to reconstruct ξ up to equivalence:
Since D(2, 3, 2, 3, 2) > 0, we must have a one in ξ followed by another one two units to the right, from where we have another one located three units to the right . . . . This yields the following reconstruction: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 We implicitly assumed the period of the scenery ξ to be known. 
Reconstructing the D-function
Lemma 3.1 shows that from the D-function of ξ , one can easily reconstruct ξ . Take the lexicographically minimal element x of V and define φ o as in (3.1). In the present subsection, we prove that under some conditions on the distribution of the increments of the random walk, one can reconstruct the D-function of ξ from the observations. For this, we view D as a l l -dimensional vector. The entries of this vector are indexed by the set Z l l . The entry corresponding to (z 1 , . . . ,
Recall that p l ∈ R l is the distribution of the increments of S l . We view p l as the vector of R l
We will use direct products of l distributions from the set
(Probabilists call "direct product" what in other areas of mathematics is called "tensor product".) A direct product of l such distributions can be viewed as a vector with l l entries indexed by the set Z l l . In this way, the entry corresponding to (z 1 , . . . , z l ) of the "vector"
We can now form the scalar product between the vector D and the vector p * t 1
The next lemma shows that there is a simple probabilistic interpretation to this scalar product. It is equal to the probability that χ (t) = 1 for every t in the set
, where
Proof. Let A be the event
where s j := t 1 + t 2 + · · · + t j for all j = 1, 2, . . . , l and s 0 := 0. By law of total probability,
By the assumption of π , the random walk S l starts in its stationary distribution. Hence
Using this and the fact that a random walk has independent increments,
Hence,
Conditional on B(i, z 1 , . . . , z l ), the probability of the event A is either zero or one. If the scenery ξ is equal to one on all the points of the set
. . , i + z 1 + · · · + z l }, then that conditional probability is one, otherwise it is zero. Hence,
Together, (3.5), (3.7) and (3.8) imply that
Since D = 1 l i∈Z l D i , (3.9) yields:
Equivalently, the last equation can be written as
. Next we show that periodic sceneries can be reconstructed when we know their period l. For this, we also assume that the convolutions p * k l for k = 1, . . . , l are linearly independent in R l . Proof. The tensor product of a basis is again a basis. Since the distributions p l , p * 2 l , . . . , p * l l are linearly independent of each other, they form a basis of R l . It follows that
forms a basis of R (l l ) .
Knowing the scalar product of a vector with each element of a basis uniquely determines that vector. Apply this to the vector D ∈ R l l and to the basis (3.11). According to Lemma 3.2, the scalar products are then given by the numbers q(t 1 , . . . , t l ), where (t 1 , . . . , t l ) ∈ Z l l . Hence, the set of scalars
uniquely determines the vector D. Recall the set T from Lemma 3.2. Let
Recall that S l is a random walk on Z l . Since S l is a finite irreducible Markov Chain with uniform stationary distribution, by ergodic theorem,
The convergence (3.12) holds for any π.
To summarize: one realization of χ a.s. uniquely determines the coefficients q(t 1 , . . . , t l ). These coefficients in turn uniquely determine D. Note the independence of π : although the definition of q in (3.4) uses a special π that includes uniform π l , the estimation of q in (3.12) holds for any possible π . That guarantees the reconstruction for any initial distribution of S.
Discrete Fourier transform
Clearly F is a linear map. Since L 2 (Z l , C) is isomorphic with C l , the mapping F is a complexvalued l × l-matrix. Since F is also 1-1 (see, e.g. [15] ), the matrix has full rank. Hence, to prove that vectors f 1 , . . . , f l ∈ R l are linearly independent, it suffices to show that the corresponding Fourier transformsf 1 , . . . ,f l are linearly independent. This is the content of the next lemma. Letp l designate the Fourier transform of p l . Thus:
Lemma 3.3. If ∀u, v ∈ Z l , with u = v, we have: 
Hence, p l , p * 2 l , . . . , p * l l are linearly independent if the vectors
are linearly independent. These vectors are linearly independent if the vectors
are linearly independent. The vectors (3.14) are linearly independent, if the Vandermonde determinant
is different from zero. This finishes the proof.
The next theorem says that all periodic sceneries of known period l can be reconstructed up to equivalence if condition (3.13) holds.
Theorem 3.2. Let ξ ∈ PER l . Assume p to be such thatp l (u) =p l (v) for all u, v ∈ Z l with u = v. Then, there exists a map
such that for all ξ ∈ PER l ,
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.1, there exists a map D l , depending on l, such that
is the D-function of ξ . By Lemma 3.1, the D-function of ξ uniquely determines ξ up to equivalence.
Counterexamples
Theorem 3.2 states that for a large class of random walks, every periodic scenery ξ ∈ PER l can be reconstructed. However, there exist random walks that do not allow any reconstruction. Let us present an example. Let S be such that
Then, p l (i) = p(i) and for any two ξ 1 , ξ 2 ∈ PER l , the observations
have the same distribution, provided ξ 1 and ξ 2 have the same number of ones. In fact, χ(0), χ (1), . . . is then an i.i.d. sequence. In this case, it is not possible to reconstruct the observed scenery. Clearly, for such a distribution, condition (3.13) is not fulfilled:
A special random walk
In the present subsection, we consider a random walk S with distribution p such that p(1) + p(2) = 1. Such a random walk can at each time only move by one unit or two to the right. Kesten asked whether the reconstruction of a periodic scenery is possible when it is observed along such a random walk. The following corollary of Lemma 3.3 partly answers the question.
Corollary 3.1. Let p be such that p(1) + p(2) = 1 and p(1) > 2 p(2). Then, for every l, the vectors p l , p * 2 l , . . . , p * l l are linearly independent. Proof. Let l = 2. In this case, p l (0) = p(2), p l (1) = p(1) and
Since p(2) < p(1), the vectors ( p(2), p(1)), (1, p(2) − p(1)) are independent. Let l > 2. In this case, p l = p and
p (2) and
But a, b are complex numbers with modulo 1. Hence |a + b| ≤ 2. However, by assumption,
p(2) > 2. This contradicts (3.18). Therefore,p(u) =p(v) and Lemma 3.3 finishes the proof.
Equal probabilities
Let us briefly analyze the case
Let u, v ∈ Z l , u = v, and let a, b be as in (3.16). Thenp(u) =p(v) is equivalent to b + a = −1. Since
the condition a + b = −1 implies that the following conditions both hold:
For (3.19) to hold, u, v must satisfy one of the following conditions:
or, with u < v, Example 3.1. Let l = 6. Thenp(2) =p(4) and the vectors p 6 , p * 2 6 , . . . , p * 6 6 are not linearly independent. Indeed, the following matrix is singular However, every scenery ξ ∈ PER 6 can still be reconstructed. (For this we assume that we are given the period.) The algorithm for reconstruction of ξ ∈ PER 6 is the following:
• Let r := l−1 i=0 ξ(i) be the number of ones in ξ l . Find lim n→∞ n t=0 χ (t)
n+1 . This limit is equal to q(0) = P(χ (0) = 1), where π l is uniform (recall the definition of q in (3.4) ). Since π l is uniform, q(0) = r 6 a.s., and the number of ones, r , can be determined (a.s.).
• Determine the numbers q(1) and q (2) . According to the definition (3.4),
where π emerging in the probabilities above is such that π l is uniform. To determine q(1) and q(2), use the fact that by the ergodic theorem (and for any possible π ),
• Let r = 2. There exists, up to equivalence, only three sceneries in PER 6 with r = 2. Hence, when r = 2, we have that ξ 6 is equivalent to φ 1 , φ 2 or φ 3 , where: • Let r = 3. There exist three different equivalence classes of sceneries in PER 6 for which r = 3: Now, we have that
• Let r = 4. Then change the roles of 0 and 1, and use the rule for r = 2.
Hence, knowing the period l = 6 and observing one realization of χ , we can a.s. determine ξ ∈ PER 6 up to equivalence using the probabilities q 1 and q 2 , only. (For this we assumed that p(1) = p(2) = 0.5.) Hence, the reconstruction up to the equivalence is possible, although the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 do not hold. So, the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 are sufficient but not necessary for the reconstructability of a scenery ξ ∈ PER l . A reason for this is that Theorem 3.2 gives sufficient conditions for reconstructing the underlying scenery up to translation (recall the remark in Section 3.1). Hence, it can be that the reconstruction up to translation (via D-function) is not possible, but the reconstruction up to equivalence (translation or reflection) is still possible. This is also the case of the present example: φ 5 := (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0) and φ 5 := (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0) are equivalent by reflection (recall the second example in Section 3.1) but they induce the same probabilities q 1 and q 2 . Therefore, based on q 1 and q 2 , one can reconstruct ξ up to the reflection but not up to the translation.
Reconstruction algorithm
Unknown period
Theorem 3.2 states that under condition (3.13), there exists a map A l that reconstructs any periodic scenery ξ ∈ PER l . The algorithm A l (as well as condition (3.13)) depends on l. Applying A l to a scenery ξ that does not belong to PER l might give a wrong result. Hence, Theorem 3.2 gives a sufficient condition for the reconstructability of a scenery with known period.
Our ultimate goal, however, is to prove that periodic sceneries can be reconstructed without knowledge of the period (at least in the cases when the distribution of S is well behaved). The following theorem asserts that it is possible to reconstruct periodic sceneries when condition (3.13) holds for every l. It is not assumed that the period of the scenery is known. Theorem 4.1. Suppose S is such that (3.13) holds for every l ∈ N. Then, there exists a map A : {0, 1} N → {0, 1} Z such that for every ξ ∈ PER,
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, for every j there exists A j that a.s. reconstructs every scenery with period j. That is, for every ξ ∈ PER j , P A j (ξ • S) ≈ ξ = 1. Let l be the period of the scenery ξ . For any k = 1, 2, . . ., kl is also a period of ξ . Hence, with probability one,
So, there exists at least one natural number so that (4.1) holds. Let l be a natural number as a candidate for the unknown period. Apply the algorithms A kl , k = 1, 2, . . .. If they all give the same scenery (up to the equivalence), then the solution is ξ , a.s. Indeed, by (4.1),
, the number l is not the period, and the next candidate should be taken. Formally, let
The algorithm
Let us summarize how to reconstruct periodic sceneries when (3.13) holds for every l ∈ N. For this we assume that we are only given the observations χ = (χ (0), χ (1), . . .) and the distribution of the random walk S. We do not assume that the period of the scenery is known. When (3.13) holds for every l ∈ N, our method allows us to construct a.s. a scenery equivalent to ξ . Let us next describe the reconstruction algorithm A l . This algorithm is used when the period l of the scenery ξ is known. Recall that U t (t 1 , . . . , t l ) = 1 if and only if χ(t) = χ(t + t 1 ) = χ (t + t 1 + t 2 ) = · · · = χ (t + t 1 + t 2 + · · · + t l ) = 1.
Otherwise, U t (x 1 , . . . , x l ) = 0. The sceneryξ is our reconstructed scenery, i.e.
A l (χ ) :=ξ .
The algorithm we describe here is theoretical: it uses an infinite amount of observations. One could also build a practical algorithm by approximating the coefficients q(t 1 , . . . , t l ), instead of calculating them exactly. For this, we would rely on a finite number of observations only. The output of the reconstruction algorithm, when we take only a finite number of observations, is not guaranteed. But as we increase the number of observations, the probability to reconstruct ξ correctly (up to equivalence) goes to one.
